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THE WORSHIP HANDBOOK

Welcome to The Worship Handbook
This handbook was written to help you to live the life you were designed to live. It has
30 exercises and five strategies to help you to understand your purpose. In order to get
the most out of it, you will need a paper journal, digital notebook, or voice recording
app. We highly recommend doing the exercises in the boxes the first time you read
through it. This takes awhile, but it gives you the full benefits of the reading. Enjoy!

Part 1:

WORSHIP & THE SPIRIT
Breaking the Bondage
Every human being has a spirit. This is the invisible center of a person that
continues to exist when their body dies. You may feel a special connection to that
part of you through something that has deep meaning for you. This could be a
person you love, a strong memory, or a deep question that you just can’t shake.
Christians believe that the human spirit is an opening into another world that we
can’t see. Invisible spiritual beings in this other world influence our mind, will and
emotions (soul). There are two ways that this can happen. Good influence comes from
a connection with God (the Father, Son and Holy Spirit) which causes us to love him
with all of our heart, soul, strength (will) and mind. (Luke 10:27). Bad influence to reject
God and others comes from the devils (Satan and his army, also called demons).
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This communication happens through thoughts. Communication with God is called
prayer, and communication with devils is called witchcraft (among other names).
We can’t always tell when we are being influenced by this invisible dimension. However,
we can look at our lives and see the good and bad effects of this influence on our souls.
That is, when we have bad feelings in our hearts, bad thoughts in our minds, or bad
choices in our wills, we are being tempted to feel, think or choose something wrong.
Our enemies have silently communicated with us through the spirit realm. Their job is
to make things seem good that end up badly in our world.
God, on the other hand, cannot guide us to bad outcomes. His guidance always causes
good thoughts, feelings and decisions. Sometimes we might feel uncomfortable when
he exposes our temptations. But this is always for the purpose of healing our pain, like
spiritual surgery. It shows us how to make changes. Most of the time, though, we are
motivated to communicate with God by the good feelings that we have when we talk
and listen to him.
When we notice good thoughts, feelings and decisions coming from his influence in
our lives, we naturally feel wonder and want to thank him. Telling him this is called
worship. God wants to influence the way that we worship so that it becomes better and
better. Worship is an art form that we practice with God as our art instructor.
No one else is qualified to guide us in self-expression like the one whose art project is
the creation of the world.

1. Have you ever noticed good thoughts,
feelings or decisions coming from God’s
influence in your life? Write an example.
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There is nothing in the world that is more satisfying to our soul than having a spiritual
connection with God. However, the devil can make God seem boring to us so that we
stop worshiping him. This is called deception. It blocks good from our lives so that we
fill our spiritual hunger with unsatisfying activities and attitudes. These take two forms:
addictions and I’m-rightness (focusing on living rightly while missing God’s beauty).
Thankfully, God knows how to deal with deception. Once we have had good
experiences with him (such as marveling at the beauty of his creation and loving other
people), we realize that we can communicate with him about the bad things as well. We
want to believe that the one who made pure goodness would not want our worship-art
to be ruined by anything bad.
If you have ever made an art project, you know that mistakes can ruin artwork. Or, they
can spark more creativity in the mind of the artist so that the project ends up to be just
as beautiful as it would have been without the mistake. Deception can cause mistakes
in the art projects of our lives. When good is blocked in our lives and we are trapped in
addiction or I’m-rightness, God’s creativity is activated.
Jesus, also known as God the Son, said:
“God is a Spirit: and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in
truth.”
-John 4:24
Please notice that Jesus used the word, “must.” When God created you as his selfexpression, in his image, he put a “spirit” in you that recognizes and loves the truth.
You must use your spirit to reach out to him when you sense his goodness being
blocked in your worship-art.

2. Write an example of deception that you
have experienced in your life.
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In 1446 BC, hundreds of thousands of Hebrew slaves left ancient Egypt because they
had seen huge miracles. They trusted that God was on their side against their cruel
masters. Right before they left Egypt, God punished the Egyptians for their cruelty and
pride by killing each one of them who was an oldest son. However, every Egyptian had
the chance to be rescued from this plague.
Since God is just and fair, he gave everyone a choice, both Egyptian and Hebrew, to
choose whether they were on his side or the side of the false gods. Those who put the
blood of a dead lamb on their front doorway would be safe from harm. Those who
didn’t care about God’s way to be saved would lose a family member. The dead lamb,
symbolizing Jesus on the cross, showed the pain that they had caused to God and men.
Cruel slavery is not God’s design for his precious creation. After Moses led the slaves
out of Egypt, God gave them ten commandments to show them how beautiful life can
be when he makes it right. Immediately, the devils set to work deceiving the people.
The Hebrews soon found out that a beautiful life will never come by following God with
an I’m-right attitude, because this overshadows God’s voice in our souls.
Remember I told you that God knows how to deal with deception? I’m-right thoughts
come with and-they’re-wrong thoughts, which steal the beauty of rightness. So, whether
you are the one that is wrong or the one looking down on the one that is wrong, you are
a slave to deception. Freedom only comes from loving people the way that God loves
them. When we feel his love, we don’t need to compare ourselves with others in order
to feel better about ourselves.

3. Is there a person or group who you feel
lives wrongly? Ask God to show you his
deep love for them. Write how he feels.
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Let’s be honest about our attitudes and addictions. If you sometimes have thoughts,
feelings or choices that are not beautiful, you may realize that these can be hard to get
rid of. When one addiction ends, another one usually takes its place. Sin is what we call
our wrong thoughts and choices.
On the other hand, you might sometimes get the feeling that they’re-wrong-and-I’mright. Too much of this feeling brings frustration, and sometimes even heartbreak. We
can find it hard to be happy when there is so much wrongness in our world. It is easy to
get discouraged when we see such little goodness around us, compared with the
beauty that we know could blossom if everyone lived rightly. This may make it feel like
living joyfully would be living in denial of what’s going on around us. Knowing, on the
other hand, that there is something wrong with not being joyful, we can get confused
about how God wants us to feel about ourselves and his world.
After Moses gave God’s people the commandments, many of them began to have
trouble keeping them. Some who managed to live rightly developed the confused
attitude that I just described. The Bible calls this attitude a veil, something that blinds
people to how beautiful God and humanity truly are.

“But even unto this day, when Moses is read, the vail is upon their heart.
Nevertheless when it shall turn to the Lord, the vail shall be taken away. Now the
Lord is that Spirit: and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty. But we all, with
open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed into the same
image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord.”
-2 Cor. 3:15-18, KJV

4. From this verse, what removes the veil of
pride? What do we look at in order to be
changed from pride into his glory (beauty)?
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Let’s look inside the previous passage: “…the vail is upon their heart. Nevertheless
when it shall turn to the Lord, the vail shall be taken away.” When what shall turn to the
Lord? Their heart. Trying to follow God’s ways with an I’m-right attitude (to shield
ourself from sinful actions) ruins our worship-art. Asking him to remove this pride puts
our heart’s focus back on him and brings back the beautiful life.
God the Holy Spirit is with you right now, asking you to give him all of the thoughts,
feelings and choices in your life that may seem right but are really not. If you have
never given your whole heart to the Lord before, you might not know what it is like to
be free from slavery to wrong thoughts. Our passage says, “… where the Spirit of the
Lord is, there is liberty.” Remember how free you felt when you first put the blood of
Jesus, the Lamb, on the doorway of your heart? (If you have never made Jesus your
savior, skip exercise 5a. If you have, do exercise 5a and then skip to page 8.)

5a. Did you ever have a time (or times) in
your life when you first believed that Jesus
Christ was your Lord and Savior? If so,
write down any details that you can
remember about that moment: who you
were with, when it happened (your age or
the date), where you were, what you did,
and how you felt before and after. Take the
time to write everything that comes to your
mind. It may be a lot or just a little.
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If you’re not sure that you are safe from hell (where you would be a slave to wrongness
forever), here’s what you should know:
“For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.”
-John 3:16
God loves you so much that he came to earth to live a perfect life as Jesus and then to
feel the pain of all of your wrongness. That is why he died on the cross. All efforts to
save yourself from wrong ways (sin) will leave you blind and miserable. God the Son,
Jesus Christ, wanted to die in your place so that all of your wrong thoughts, feelings
and choices could be paid for and you could be free to live with him forever. Your body
will die, but then your soul and spirit can go to heaven and have everlasting life.
What does it take to know for sure that you will go to heaven and not to hell?
“For

we ourselves also were sometimes foolish, disobedient, deceived, serving
divers lusts and pleasures, living in malice and envy, hateful, and hating one
another. But after that the kindness and love of God our Saviour toward man
appeared, Not by works of righteousness which we have done, but according
to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration [new birth], and
renewing of the Holy Ghost; Which he shed on us abundantly through Jesus
Christ our Saviour…”
-Titus 3:3-6

5b. If you have not accepted Jesus Christ as
your Lord and Savior, and you would like
to, tell him that and then turn to page 68.
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According to Titus 3:3-6 (on the previous page), “he saved us, by [1] the washing of
regeneration, and [2] the renewing of the Holy Ghost; Which he shed on us abundantly
through Jesus Christ our Savior…” Regeneration is what Jesus called being born again,
which is not something that can be undone. When you accepted his blood payment for
your sin on the cross and believed that your spirit was resurrected (came back to life)
with him, you were “reborn" into God’s family. God is your forever Father, Jesus is your
brother and God the Holy Spirit (the “ghost” of Jesus Christ) will always live in you.
You said yes to the gift of everlasting life at God’s payment. You couldn’t earn it or
deserve it. The worship in your heart is a natural response to his adoring love for you.
According to the end of the passage on page 5, “we all, with open face beholding as in a
glass [mirror] the glory of the Lord, are changed into the same image from glory to
glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord.” Seeing his beauty makes us gradually like him.
From the time that you said “yes” to Jesus until you see his face in heaven, you will be
in the process of spiritual growth. The veil of looking-down-on-others is a slavery that
God has saved you from and is in the process of healing. As you develop the habit of
turning to him for real joy, veils and addictions will gradually be removed from your
soul. Your worship will become more and more mature.
It is normal to wrestle with doubts about spiritual rebirth, considering that something
invisible yet invigorating has changed you forever. Pages 70 and 71 may answer some of
your doubts. God will help you with the rest of them. Talk to him about them.
The “glass” referred to in bold above means that as you look in the mirror, you will see
what God sees. You will change inside and begin to reflect the beauty (glo[w]ry) of
Jesus. Talking to him and reading his words will feed this transformation.

6. Turn to page 72 to make a reading plan.
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Security When You’re Spiritually Tempted
As God’s children, we are sometimes insecure. We grow and change. Like Adam and
Eve, we crave God’s glory. Like them, we are tempted to fill this desire in other ways.
Here’s what we can learn from their story: God has only one way for us to fill our desire
for him. That’s knowing him. This relationship with him matters more than any other
desire that we feel. If we operate outside of his love, we end up outside of our territory.
The key to beating temptation is to know that your deepest desire is to experience
God’s love. When you notice that you’re being tempted toward wrongness, you can
remind yourself that God’s love is better than whatever you’re craving.
Then, you have to actually experience that love. If not, you’ll just follow your craving.
(Or, you’ll remind yourself that following your craving is dangerous, and you’ll live
without God’s love, always fighting that unfulfilled craving.)
How do you get God’s love when you’re craving something else?
You ask him for his love. Then, you feel it. (Remember when he saved you?)
It doesn’t have to feel a certain way. Just let it sink in. Other cravings fade away.
Try this yourself. Think about something you really crave. Now, realize that God knows
you crave it. He’s either going to take away the craving or fill it his way. Why? Because
he loves you! In this moment, you are with him and that other desire doesn’t matter.
The next two pages show you how to handle these cravings when they keep coming
back. The key is to get used to asking God for his love and then taking it.
The diagram on the next page shows how the darts of temptation flow from the bodily,
physical realm that we can see, hear, touch, smell and taste. Our will allows our mind
to imagine fulfilling that temptation. Then, we remember what it feels like emotionally.
This leads to spiritual bondage (fulfilling the craving, or resisting it with self-rightness).
Or, it can trigger us to ask God for spiritual freedom.
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The Security Diagram
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(Note: The “soul” bracket includes emotions, mind and will. “Mind” is a bracket, too.)
Description: Like the Hebrew slaves crossed the Red Sea to freedom, we were saved by
the “washing of regeneration” in Christ’s blood. Where the Lord lives in our spirit,
there is liberty to control our own body (flesh) and soul (emotions, mind and will).
God’s love flows the opposite direction of Satan’s temptation in our lives.
Biblical References: the example of the Hebrew slaves for us- 1 Co 10:1-15
• washing of regeneration- Tit 3:5

• rod & parting of the sea- Ex 14:16, 21

• spiritual liberty- 2 Cor 3:17

• snake turns into a rod- Ex 4:3-4

• spirit, soul & body- 1 Thes 5:23

• darts of Satan- Eph 6:16
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The Security Strategy: Breaking the Bondage
We can use The Security Strategy to break through the devil’s influence when a bad
feeling, thought or choice comes along to tempt us. First, we notice that this desire is
threatening to steal our freedom. Instead of giving in, we can open our heart to Christ
who is living in us. His spiritual energy of love will now begin flowing from our spirit
through our soul and into our physical actions. This is how we can make the mature
choice when a mistake threatens our worship. (See an overview in the bolds below.)
1.

The moment you were saved, the spirit of Jesus moved into your spirit and lives
there because his Ghost was “shed on [you] abundantly” (once and for all, Tit 3:6).

2.

Oh no! Your soul is influenced (tempted) with either [1] a sin, or [2] a desire to do
the right thing in order to be better than other people (I’m-rightness).

3.

Now, you notice that you are being influenced in your feelings, mind and will to sin.

4.

Your intellect (the part of you that controls your thoughts) asks Jesus Christ to use
his rod (his love for you) to split the situation and make a way for you to escape it.

5.

Instantly, you are spiritually energized to move away from the temptation (enemy).

6.

(See “The Security Diagram” on page 10.) Power flows from your spirit into your
emotions. Your memory recognizes this feeling of power and prompts your
intellect to imagine yourself using it. Your will connects this power to your body.
You’re now free to do the right thing for the right reason.

7.

You realize that you just defeated an overwhelming temptation with God’s power!
You admire this new freedom. You tell God he’s amazing. You ask him to help you
out of this temptation again, whenever it happens next.

7. Keep this strategy where you can use it.
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Now you can see how each human spirit forms a portal between our physical world and
the other dimensions that we can’t see. When we use the shield of faith in Jesus, God’s
influence deflects the fiery darts of temptation and creates a path of power from our
spirit to our body. However, without God’s influence, we are enslaved to temptations
that use our body (our 5 senses) to infect our soul (will, mind and emotions) and veil
our spirit. The Bible tells us:
“Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh [body].”
-Galatians 5:16
The body is not bad; it is a wonderful temple of the Holy Ghost, who is the invisible
form of Jesus inside of us. We must remember, though, that its desires can engage our
soul to block the flow of the Holy Spirit. The body is intended to stay under the
command of the soul and spirit, never to let its desires command them.
The rest of this workbook will examine how each part of the soul impacts the worshipart of the human being. Now, let’s move further along the path of freedom from the
spirit to the emotions.

Part 2:

WORSHIP & THE EMOTIONS
Entering the Land of Milk & Honey
Our emotions do at least two important things: [1] indicate the temperature of our
worship, and [2] alert us when our worship is stalled. Negative emotions, like anxiety
and anger, can remind us to call on Jesus for his power and influence. Positive
emotions, like peace and joy, can strengthen our worship.
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Through pleasure and pain, our emotions help us to tweak our worship-art. If we know
what it feels like to be emotionally stable, we will also notice when we are not bearing
healthy emotional fruit.
“…the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering [patience], gentleness,
goodness, faith, Meekness [humility], temperance [moderation]…”
-Gal 5:22
A healthy plant pulls water up through its roots in order to provide beautiful blossoms
and nourishing fruit to others. Having an ongoing, intimate connection with God roots
us, like plants, in his love. When we feel loved, positive emotions flow like water that
moves from our roots to our fruit. We become loving, joyful, peaceful, patient and
gentle instead of rude, selfish, lazy, anxious and grim.
Negative emotions are like weeds in the garden of the soul. They alert us that our souls
need attention. By noticing a bad emotion and gently pulling on its roots, we can
discover why we feel a certain way. This prompts us to solve our problem and get rid of
the root cause. This is normal and healthy.
Emotions follow mental pathways like water through the pipes of our minds. Leaky,
yucky feelings alert us that one of our thought paths may have a crack of deception.
Unless this bad thinking is repaired, the pressures of daily life can cause leaks, like
anger, to spray onto other people and damage our relationships. When our thinking
becomes healthy again, our pipes carry love and beauty from God to the world.

8. Write an example of how a bad emotion
alerted you to solve a problem in your life.
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Here are some common root causes of our negative emotions:
Anger: I was hurt and I’m afraid it will happen again. Justice must be served.
Rage: Justice was never served and I believe the problem will continue.
Hatred: I have an unsolved problem with another person who hurt me.
Fear/Anxiety: Something bad could happen if I don’t fix my problem.
Grief/Sadness: Something bad happened to me. I need to take some time to heal.
Depression: Bad things keep happening to me and I can’t take the time to heal.
Laziness: I am not motivated to accomplish the goals that will improve my life.
Impatience: I am afraid that I will run out of time to meet my goals.
Greed/Selfishness: I don’t have enough, so I can’t share what I have with others.
Jealousy: What that person has is better than what I have.
The art of worshipping means asking God to make right whatever’s wrong when you
notice these feelings. The whole point of faith and trust is believing that [1] God wants
total good for you, and [2] he will work everything out for you alongside of you.
Without this shield against Satan’s lies, true worship is almost impossible. The Bible
exists to show us that we can trust God with all of the wrongness, everywhere. Whether
or not the Holy Spirit shows you how to solve your problem right away, he can take your
bad feelings on his cross and return your love, joy and peace. That’s why Jesus called
him the Comforter (John 14:26-27).

9. Use The Security Strategy every time you
feel badly to grow your fruit of the Spirit.
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We have seen how our thoughts are like the water pipes that carry emotions from our
roots to our fruit. When a pipe is broken, God can repair that plumbing by healing the
devil’s deception with his truth.
A crack in the pipe is called a pressure point. That’s where we notice that we’re feeling
bad and use our trust in God to glue our thoughts back together. He dries the leaks of
our tears and realigns our pipes with his healthy thoughts about us.
After the Hebrews left Egypt, they raised their children while wandering around in the
wilderness for decades. God brought the new generation to the land of their dreams,
guarded by fierce giants. At Jericho, they faced huge walls that they could not attack.
God offered to give them the city if they would march around it for seven days, thirteen
times, and blow the ram’s horn with great shouting. They did it and the walls fell.
The life of your dreams is guarded by an army of devils who are constantly working to
keep you deceived. These emotional strongholds can feel like Jericho- impossible to
overcome. Walls that your parents couldn’t take down now threaten to block you from
the sweetness of a life of milk and honey with Jesus.
Walls protect valuable things that are vulnerable. You are valuable to God and
vulnerable to the devil, and you have been since before you were born. However, God
has always had a plan for your life. If you will work this plan with him, little by little the
walls that protect your most vulnerable cracks will make way for great healing.
God’s strategy for nurturing emotional intimacy with us involves circling, not attacking,
the pressure points in our lives. These are the spots where we were mistreated, often
by authority figures who misrepresented God the Father to us in our childhood. As we
start feeling God’s real love, these strongholds of misunderstanding begin to crumble.

10. Do you have any emotional walls inside
of you? Write about your pressure points.
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What is the life of your dreams? Is there tension in your home that you wish would be
removed? Are you a slave to financial problems or to other people’s opinions? Do you
have loved ones in your home who suffer because of broken relationships or addiction?
It’s time to learn how to face these giants and clear the way for God’s rightness.
Before you can build your life on God’s promises, the old mental structures that carry
your negative emotions must be removed. As the saying goes, “hurting people hurt
people,” but forgiveness unlocks joy. Your pressure points have triggers attached to
them that cause bad emotions to fire off inside of you. Explosive and cold emotions
often reveal landscaping that needs work.
Your soul landscape describes how you’re doing inside. If you’ve ever been head-overheels in love with God or another person, you know the feeling that all is well in the
world. Nothing can take away this joy or bring you down off of the mountaintop. This
type of experience plants trust in our hearts that we can use to face pain later, when
the emotional high dwindles. Emotional landscapes have mountains and valleys.
Whether you’re going through happy times or hard ones, the truths from past, good
experiences provide roots for your emotional stability. “I am loved and special to God”
is always true. Waking up in the morning to a boring or stressful life can be
disappointing if your emotional landscape is not being cleared from lie-weeds.
Maturity means reminding yourself that discouraging thoughts and feelings don’t come
from God’s perspective. The beautiful landscape inside of you is what reminds you that
God’s fresh, exciting love is waiting to connect with you every day when you awake.
You can use The Intimacy Strategy to clear your mental and emotional landscape.
Clarity comes little by little, slowly allowing us to construct our promised land.

11. What feelings arise when you wake up
each morning? Write why you feel like this.
16
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Intimacy When Emotionally Overwhelmed
There are times when we aren’t sure if we’re being tempted or not. We can’t connect
with God to find out what he’s thinking because of our bad feelings (like frustration or
anxiety). The answer is to imagine ourself coming into the arms of Father God anyway.
Here, we remember that God cares about every detail of our life. He knows why we feel
this way. But, not even this can stop his perfect destiny for us as Christians. Not the
devil, not the past, not the future or even our sin or confusion can cut us off from God.
Have you ever stopped to think that your normal frame of mind usually filters out the
fantastic thoughts that God is constantly thinking about you? Here’s what God’s
thinking right now. Everything is going perfectly according to his plan for you to end up
in a rich mansion in the perfect society with fun stuff to do all the time. That’s heaven.
There is never a moment when you can’t stop and let this sink in. God will eventually
get rid of everything bad, 100% guaranteed. Everything good that we do is his miracle.
Ironically, we must know that everything is already taken care of so that we can relax
enough to make right choices. Look on the next page to see the four ways to handle the
devil’s lies. These are your thoughts that God won’t right whatever's wrong in your life.
At level 1, there’s a weed in your garden (mind). Let Father God dig up the bad feelings
that are blocking out his point of view. Let his thoughts root you in his acceptance.
At level 2, there’s a deeply-rooted set of lies that you can’t just dig up. Read over the
scripture verses that he’s been using to speak to your heart. Let him expose and
remove the fruitless lies that you believe so that worship can flow in your heart again.
At level 3, there are structured misconceptions that were built into your mind by your
teachers, your parents, songs, movies, etc. God will tear these down piece by piece.
At level 4, you have been taught to defend your deception with a structured wall of
belief. Your culture, denomination, family and friends keep these lies strong. Instead of
trying to attack this Jericho wall, let God take you step by step until it crumbles down.
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The Intimacy Diagram
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Description: Like the Israelites circled Jericho, we can identify the enemy’s strongholds
in our lives and circle each weak area in prayer. With God’s Word, we cut through, push
over and haul away the deception from our souls. This clears our emotional territory for
occupying our personal promised land of peace, love and joy.
Biblical References: the walls of Jericho fall- Josh 6:14, 15, 20, Heb 11:30
• clearing the branches- Jn 15:2-3

• fruit of love, joy, peace- Gal 5:22

• fruitless tree destroyed- Mat 21:21

• demolish strongholds- 2 Cor 10:4
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The Intimacy Strategy: Entering the Land
We can use The Intimacy Strategy to enter God’s promised peace, love and joy
whenever our worship hits an emotional wall. If you’re not feeling connected to God’s
love when you worship, use one of the following tactics (either alone or with a mentor).
1.

Clear the weeds and brush by anchoring your emotions in God’s caring emotions.
Think of the moments in your life when you felt totally content and at peace in
him. Ask him to remind you right now that he will turn all of your problems into
pure goodness. Use The Security Strategy (page 11) to resist negative thoughts.

2.

Remove fruitless trees that keep draining your love, joy and peace. Notice the
problems (from page 14) that keep blocking your path. Write a letter to God in your
journal about the biggest one. Then, let God use the underlined words in your
Bible to cut, like a saw, through the devil’s half-truths. This will expose the core lie.
Let God’s truth knock it over, then clear it away by resisting it every time it pops up.

3.

Demolish buildings and strongholds by noticing any rotten structures of belief that
don’t fit God’s viewpoint. (Examples: atheism, porn, the occult, poverty, etc.) The
core beliefs that hold these up are like fruitless trees. Use #2, above, to remove
them. Then, let God remove the walls (fear of rejection), doors (social pressure to
go along with the lies) and rubble (the leftover skeletons in your closet, like bad
music, magazines, books or relationships.) Ask a trusted mentor for help if needed.

4.

Level defensive walls by forgiving yourself and others. Whenever you feel exposed
or vulnerable to being hurt, circle gently around this pressure point by facing the
excuses (the smaller lies that hide the core lie). Ask the Lord to give you directions
for healing, then watch these walls crumble. (A trained counselor may be needed.)

12. Use pages 17-20 for breakthrough.
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Notes:
Core lies are the main lies at the center of an emotional wound. (Like, “I’m no good.”)
These often come from childhood, when an adult failed to show us God’s love. Abuse
and neglect can cloud a child’s perception of God. (S)he feels, deep down inside, that
God is angry, hurtful or neglectful. By paying attention to these deceptive feelings, we
can let God remind us of the situation when these lies were planted. Whether or not
this person realized what they were doing to us, we can admit that [1] what they did
was wrong and [2] it hurt us. But, God was never emotionally distant, resentful, rageful,
abusive or neglectful. Instead, he wanted us to feel his good parenting. Knowing this,
we can forgive that person and go to God, our true Father, for the love that we missed.
In order to forgive someone, we must admit that they were wrong and that it hurt. God
doesn’t want people to hurt us, but he can work all of our pain out for our good. We
must let him protect us from being hurt again. That means we have to let go of the pain
and learn from it. The person who hurt us needs to earn back our trust in small ways
before we can trust them in larger areas. Talk to God, the judge, and ask him to forgive
the person. Ask him to give you his eyes to love the person that he has created. If the
hurt is ongoing, the Holy Spirit may lead you to talk to the person and let them know
that what they’re doing is hurtful to you. If they are in your church, Matthew 18:15-17
will show you how to take care of problems with other believers in Christ. If you’re in a
family situation under emotional abuse, pray and seek God’s counsel privately from
Christian counselors. Any time there is physical or sexual abuse happening, go to the
police. (Disclaimer: We are not mental health professionals. Seek appropriate care.)
If you have trouble forgiving someone, remember that God forgave each of us
personally for everything wrong in our past, present and future. The torture that he
experienced on the cross paid the spiritual debt for the wrongs of every Christian. You
may have to choose to forgive someone for one hurt in many different prayer times
before your emotions are ready to release built-up anger. Bitter anger can cripple our
emotions if we don’t keep choosing forgiveness. We must let God’s crucifixion pay for
all other people’s sins against us. (See Matthew 18:21-35.)
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If you’re a parent, please realize that your children will naturally feel about God the way
that they feel toward you. He put you in their lives knowing that you would be an
imperfect picture of his love. When you notice yourself repeating your parents’
mistakes, he can help you to pause and deeply forgive your parents for what they did
wrong. God created parenthood to give you a peek inside his heart. It flows with
unconditional joy over you during each moment of your life. Be free to show great joy
and tenderness to your children, celebrating them for who they are and launching
them into their unique destinies. When they make mistakes or rebel against you, it’s
not right to use shame or manipulation to correct them. This will veil their true identity
and their freedom from wrongness. Instead, firmly enforce reasonable consequences.
“The rod and reproof give wisdom: But a child left to himself bringeth his
mother to shame.”
-Proverbs 29:15
Charting your children’s consequences will help you to stay firm with a good attitude
when you feel frustrated by bad behavior. It’s your job to stay positive and encouraging
when they show weakness, fear and even anger. You can show your child how to listen
to the Holy Spirit through scripture verses about their problems. This will help them to
develop healthy emotional patterns. Help them to use their anger to notice and solve
their problems. After times of grief and tears, bring your child back to a smile before
leaving their presence. They should think of God as smiling and joyful.
If you’re a child or young person, please realize that your parents are God’s creation
just like you are. They try their best to take care of you as well as they know how, but
God is your only true, forever Father. He never makes mistakes in loving you. When
your parents fail to love you the way that you need to be loved, find that special place
where you can go to talk to God. Go there and pour out your heart to him. He always
cares much more than anyone else about how you’re doing. He wants you to feel his
real love more than anything. Use the five strategies in this handbook to connect with
him. God will show you a safe way to tell the adults how you feel.
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We are told in the Bible what the most important thing in life is:
“And Jesus answered him, The first of all the commandments is… thou shalt
love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
mind, and with all thy strength… And the second is like, namely this, Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself. There is none other commandment greater than
these.”
-Mark 12:29-31
In order to fully love and worship God, we have to let go of competing affections in our
hearts. We have to stop and ask ourselves if our love for a certain something is
distracting us from the love that God has for us. An empty feeling inside may be a
signal that God’s love is not feeding us as it should be.
When this happens, it’s important to make the sacrifice of removing that certain
something from the throne of worship in our lives. It’s worth losing friendships (or even
some time with other adult family members) if God specifically directs you to, in order
to follow him. Notice what good feelings you’re craving and ask God to provide them.
It is also important that your best friends be people who have trusted Jesus Christ as
their Savior and are loving him with all their hearts. That’s why we go to church as often
as possible. Ask God to create a social circle for you that you love. Then, go after it.
Your everyday life is the art of your worship. The Holy Ghost of Jesus is a person, not a
feeling. He is always with you; he does not need to be invited or drummed up as if he
were an experience. Beware of trying to use worship music to bring an emotional rush.
Hymns have deep truth with inspiring music: click here for hymn links.

13. Look up the words to a few hymns and
pray them when you need encouragement.
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As an example of emotional landscaping, let’s imagine the life of a girl named Maria.
Maria is born in a Christian home to parents who love each other. She has two younger
siblings. We can picture her as a sheep (as in Psalm 23) being led by the shepherd,
Jesus, through green pastures and beside still waters. Her emotional landscape is
relatively stable and beautiful during her childhood.
Then, Maria attends a public high school where she is taught evolution from an
atheistic perspective. She begins dating and partying and has to deal with cliques and
academic pressure. She begins to question God’s presence and goodness in the face of
all the suffering in the world. Experimenting with drugs and going through boyfriends
and breakups leaves scars on her heart.
As she starts building flimsy shelters of lies in her mind to hide from the pain, Maria
realizes that she needs a solid foundation for her life. She starts attending youth group
at church and begins praying and reading the Bible so that she can connect with God.
After a friend commits suicide, Maria realizes that she’s not sure where she will go
when she dies. She schedules an appointment with her youth pastor.
The youth pastor shows Maria from the Bible how she can know that she will go to
heaven after her death. She trusts Jesus’ death and resurrection as full payment for her
salvation from hell. Her relationship with God is now secure, and she feels safe
knowing that heaven will be better than anything else that she can imagine.
Maria sets to work making the most out of the time that she has left on earth. She
starts a prayer journal to help her find out what God wants her to do with her life. She
commits to stop dating and save her heart for her future husband. She makes friends
with other Christians who don’t drink. When she’s tempted to go out with guys, she
prays for the right husband and calls her best friend for encouragement to wait for him.
After giving God her heart, Maria realizes that Jesus has given her his heart. As she
talks to him and reads his words, she understands that he cares about every little thing
in her life. It’s exhilarating. Each morning, Maria looks forward to seeing more pieces of
God’s perspective. She feels deeply loved and connected.
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As she gets to know her Father God, she realizes that she can trust her parents even
though they make a lot of mistakes. She commits to obeying them and stops listening
to the music that they complain about. She finds beautiful Christian music online and
starts sharing it with her friends. She is able to influence some of them to be honest
with their parents as well. Maria feels like her faith is a fire lighting up her life and she
can’t get enough time with Jesus.
Ultimately, Maria seeks out training for missions. She goes through highs and lows in
her life, but always knows deep inside that everything happens for a good purpose.
God never lets her down. She is able to build amazing experiences with him that she
knows will be her treasures in heaven.
When she reaches her old age, Maria is satisfied with how she partnered with God to
accomplish his work on the earth. Sure, there are things she would do differently if she
could live her life all over again. Even so, she can see how even these wrong choices
worked out for God’s best for her in the end.
Maria’s a fictional character that represents many real people. Let’s look at how she
used the four levels of The Intimacy Strategy when she hit emotional barriers:
1. She cleared brush and branches by praying and calling her friend when she was
tempted to believe the lie that she needed to date guys in order to feel loved.
2. She removed fruitless trees by praying and reading her Bible. This cut through the
lies about God that invaded her mind from her atheistic school culture.
3. She took down strongholds by asking her youth pastor to help her stop questioning
God’s goodness. She crushed dishonor of her parents by choosing to obey them. With
her parents’ help, she ended the stronghold of poor music choices.
4. The pressure point of her friend’s suicide opened up emotional vulnerability in
Maria. By circling around her insecurity instead of ignoring it or feeding it, she found a
core lie inside that said she was already safe from hell. She let God speak the truth,
that she had to choose to trust his death and resurrection to save her. When she did,
the walls of insecurity came down and she felt safe and confident.
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Notice that every time Maria crushed an emotional obstacle, she built a better
structure in its place on her landscape. Here’s how:
In order to replace negative thoughts about God from her school environment, she
surrounded herself with her youth group’s thoughts about faith in God.
To replace destructive dating relationships, she spoke to God and listened to him
through the Bible. She turned to her girl friends for support in keeping her mind pure.
To replace a bad clique that used alcohol, she made friends with Christians.
To replace bad music, she found worship music to share with her new friends.
No matter what stage of life you’re at, your emotions are there to alert you of wrong
pathways in your life. Maria realized that some of the things she was doing were
causing her pain even though they seemed normal. She decided to find better options
for herself instead of waiting for her life to change on its own. We hope this handbook
inspires you to be proactive as well.
Your positive and negative emotions are your personal feedback system. Listen to
them. The heart is the seat of the soul, which can’t be separated from the mind and the
will. In the next chapter, we will discover how to structure your thoughts so that your
emotions run smoothly through your mind to make a healthy impact on your choices.
Side Note: Protect your heart and marriage from competition (even if it is a marriage
that is still in the future). Refuse to be alone with adults who are not of your gender.
Use The Security Strategy when you’re tempted to think romantically about people you
know you will not marry. Call a strong Christian friend when this gets hard. Stay honest.

14. If you are single, consider taking a vow
of purity and wearing a purity ring (link).
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Part 3:

WORSHIP & THE MIND
Taking Your Territory
Knowing how to replace core lies with the truth is just the beginning of spiritual growth.
Healthy emotions flow through your thoughts into healthy brain patterns. The
information networks in your brain are like the plumbing of the soul, but they grow like
the branches of a vine. As you are exposed to God’s healthy thought patterns, your
thoughts grow into a reflection of his genius mastermind. We call this his image.
God personally guides this spiritual growth by exposing your mind to new thoughts.
Whenever you experience something new, information travels through the nerve cells
(neurons) in your brain to create a new neural pathway. Before you were born, God
hardwired certain brain pathways into your genetics. When these natural circuits are
stimulated and strengthened by what you experience, it’s called nurturing your nature.
Here is an example: babies will instinctively suck, cry, smile, sit, walk and talk as they
grow. This is the genetic hardwiring of their brain- their nature. However, their proper
development requires that they be nurtured with something to suck on and someone
to smile at. Their language potential is not fulfilled unless they have words to hear.
God hardwired us with the potential to constantly recover joy. Children naturally feel
that life is delightful, but their parents must reinforce their brains with thoughts from
this perspective. Because we now choose our own thoughts as adults, you and I can let
Father God train our brains to match the delight that he feels about our lives.

15. Write how you think God sees your life.
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From doing the journal assignments on the previous pages of this handbook, you may
have an idea of what your emotional landscape looks like. Depending on what life
looked like inside of your parents’ minds, your promised land may be more or less clear
for building delightful thoughts. Even so, there are places where God is still removing
walls inside of you and hauling away rubble from past misunderstandings. The
pressures of life will always keep triggering lies that need to be exposed and replaced.
David, the ancient king of Israel, is our example for training our brain to delight in life.
In the book of Psalms, he faces deep emotional pain with sensitivity and brilliance.
Here’s a passage that shows how he analyzes his thoughts, changes his thought
pathways, and even reasons with his own brain to return to joy (emphasis mine):
"Why go I mourning because of the oppression of the enemy?
O send out thy light and thy truth: let them lead me;
Let them bring me unto thy holy hill, and to thy tabernacles.
Then will I go unto the altar of God,
Unto God my exceeding joy:
Yea, upon the harp will I praise thee, O God my God.
Why art thou cast down, O my soul? and why art thou disquieted within me?
Hope in God: for I shall yet praise him,
Who is the health of my countenance, and my God.”
-Psalm 43:2-5

16. Write how the above passage shows
David reasoning with his mind to be joyful.
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The reason that David could fight Goliath when the others couldn't was that he had
already experienced God’s victory in his life. In the previous passage, he described God
as “my exceeding joy” and “the health of my countenance.” If you ask an emotionally
healthy person how they’re doing, they will usually say that they are doing well. Their
countenance is joyful. They know what to tell themselves when they feel bad.
If you look back at Psalm 43 on the previous page, you will notice some interesting hints
for your own emotional landscaping:
1.

Line 1: David blames his mourning on the oppression of the enemy. Spiritual
bondage is at the root of his emotional distress. He’s ready to use The Security
Strategy to defeat the intimidation of Satan’s army in his soul.

2.

Line 2: David asks God to speak his truth to his core lies: “send out thy… truth.”

3.

Lines 3-4: The landscape he wants is a holy hill with God’s tabernacles and altar.

As king, David set up a tabernacle, or tent, for meeting with God on Mount Zion. He
wanted to build God a permanent temple, but God gave that privilege to his son,
Solomon. With David’s preparation, Solomon built the most beautiful temple
imaginable, entirely plated on the interior with gold.
In the Bible, gold represents the precious nature of God. God wants to build our body,
soul and spirit into a place where our worship-art displays his delighted perspective.
“What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in
you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own?”
-1 Corinthians 6:19

17. Write a description of the exact mental
atmosphere God wants to build inside you.
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We all want to experience God’s peace in our lives- a calm that makes all bad things
seem like a tiny drop in a bucket. His joy is the best feeling in the world because it is
total happiness and pure energy. His love is like an ocean of belonging and
connectedness that goes on forever in every direction.
We can imagine the landscape of our soul being our own personal mountain, topped
with a golden temple where God lives inside of us. God is the shepherd that leads us
around on this mountain as we rest in green pastures and splash in still waters. When
we go through the valley of the shadow of death at the base of the mountain, we are
not afraid because we feast on his fruit with him while our enemies watch helplessly.
The Bible uses a special, holy room in a meeting tent (the tabernacle/temple) to
represent the place of prayer. Psalm 23 describes him setting a table there before us, in
front of our enemies. Our feet are as steady through tragedy as the feet of a joyful deer
climbing on our high places (Habakkuk 3:17-19). God wants us to imagine coming away
with him to this beautiful escape whenever we need to relax in his love.
The amazing thing about the mind is that it can choose its own neural pathways. This
is because the brain is its tool, not its master. Building God’s golden temple in your
own mind requires time and equipping. His Holy Spirit unlocks the scriptural blueprint.
1 Peter 2:5-6 describes Christians as living stones being built into a spiritual house on
the cornerstone of Jesus Christ. The Intimacy Strategy showed us how to clear the old
mental structures away so we can build up our promised land. The Purpose Strategy
will show us how to select the proper stones to build our mental temple. In order to
fight Goliath, David gathered five smooth stones. (Although he only needed one, he
had to be prepared with a selection for different shooting ranges.)

18. Write down five scripture verses that
God has used to crush lies in your soul.
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Purpose When You’re Mentally Confused
It’s easy to get confused when there are so many thoughts running through our minds
all of the time. Thankfully, our Father God is always ready to clear our thoughts and
show us which of them are really worth thinking.
Sometimes, our emotions are buried deep inside of mental mazes. We have been
taught not to trust certain ways of thinking in order to avoid getting hurt. Sometimes
these walls keep us safe, but they can sometimes be deceptive.
To add to the confusion, Biblical principles are often used to build walls that lock us up.
Immature preaching and parenting in our past may have caused lie-based thinking.
When God busts through these mazes with powerful truth, all sorts of lies are brought
into the light. This can make us start to doubt the very foundations of our thinking.
Here, we realize that we depend on our Father God for every thought that we think.
This is part of God’s good plan. He created us to be thrilled with getting to know him.
Thoughts that don’t match his brilliant perspective are useless and dangerous.
It’s never okay to use a book, even the Bible, to build a thought pattern just because it
makes sense. The book you’re reading right now is designed to make you want to ask
God what to think. We have turned this book into an online course so that you can get
help from a teacher and a community to build these thoughts with God in your brain.
God has only one way of thinking. It’s like a prism, always revealing breathtaking angles
of colorful desire and emotion. There is only one person whose thoughts have this
power, and that’s Jesus Christ. As his brain developed from birth on, it began to mirror
his Father God’s mind. As you get to know him, yours will, too.
As you trust these new thought patterns, they grow into a temple. They give you the
codes for healthy choices. They help you unlock negative emotions. They discern what
will make you feel better when you are physically or spiritually weak.
The following three pages will give you the blueprint for building your living temple.
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The Purpose Diagram
All things
work for
good

Return

The Holy
Place

unto rest

God is our

Cast your

care on him

Every gift is

refuge and
strength

from above
mercy seat

green
pastures

altar

Mount Zion

laver
still
waters

Description: Just as David chose 5 smooth stones for Goliath, we can use 5 verses to
return our soul to joy. With the blueprint of scripture, we build a beautiful place to
meet with God. We feast with him on the fruit of the Spirit in front of our enemies.
Biblical References: Solomon’s temple on Mount Zion- Heb 12:22, 1 Kings 6
• five smooth stones- 1 Sam 17:40

• altar, mercy seat, laver- Ex 30-31

• pastures and waters- Psa 23:2

• G.R.A.C.E.- 2 Cor 12:9

• table and enemies- Psa 23:5

• fruit of the Spirit- Gal 5:22-25
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The Purpose Strategy: Taking Your Territory
We can use The Purpose Strategy to keep our minds focused on the next right thought.
Use one of the GRACE verses below as David used a smooth stone to end the giant’s
lies and take him down at the head. Target your spiritual temptation (G), emotional
overwhelm (R), mental confusion (A), hurt and exhaustion (C) or physical weakness (E):
[G] Spiritual: Always respond to inner insecurity by asking God to show you its reason.
God delights in you and his Son, and you are his rightness. (2Co 5:21, Zeph 3:14-17)
“God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.” -Psalm 46:1
[R] Emotional: If you hit an emotional pressure point, ask God for the truth of his love.
Remember that the truth is always right. The truth is a person. (Jn 14:1-6)
“Return unto thy rest, O my soul.” -Psalm 116:7
[A] Mental: If your mind is thinking useless thoughts, bring it back to rest with worship.
Any time you need peace, thank God for the verses he has spoken to you. (Jn 14:26-27)
“All things work together for good to them that love God.” -Romans 8:28
[C] Behavioral: Sometimes getting back to peace depends on a change of course.
Confess what needs to change in yourself or someone else. (Rom 12:1-3)
“Casting all your care upon him; for he careth for you.” -1 Peter 5:7
[E] Physical: If you have physical pain, focus on the reality that it will be over in time.
Everything is going to be all right and you’ll feel good again. God is here. (Rev 21:1-4)
“Every good and every perfect gift is from above.” -James 1:17
(Additional directions on the next page)

19. Use this strategy to release all tension
in your spirit, emotions, mind, will & body.
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Your mind is responsible for finding out what you need and providing it. “Mindful”
means self-aware. When you’re mindful, you notice when there’s anger and/or anxiety
causing tension inside of you. That’s when you have to get away for a few minutes by
yourself and talk to your Father God. (Lock yourself in the restroom if there’s nowhere
else to go.) Read the list below and choose a solution. (For more detail, skip to page 35.)
[G] There may be a spiritual source (path #1) of temptation to believe the enemy’s lies
that you have to do certain things in order for God to accept you. God wants to delight
you with his unconditional love in the presence of your enemy, the accuser. If God says
that you’re in Christ and you’re his rightness, it’s true. Let go of the trying and just be.
[R] There may be an emotional source (path #2) of overwhelm: a trigger and core lie.
Ask yourself: is this just a weed (maybe an idea from a song or movie that stuck with
me), is it a single tree (a bad feeling that entered during a past experience which needs
forgiveness), is it a structured stronghold (pain coming from the way I live my life based
on faulty beliefs, like poverty) or is it a fortified wall (a pressure point that triggers deep
emotion, guarded by excuses for my pain)? Let God unlock the lie with a verse of truth.
[A] There may be a mental source (path #3) of distraction from your main focus of
loving God. Worship him by letting go of lesser fascinations and asking him to engage
your mind with who he is. Celebrate him by enjoying his creation and noticing his gifts.
[C] There may be a behavioral source (path #4) of unrest due to a wrong choice you (or
someone else) made. Once you admit that it was wrong, God the Holy Spirit will show
you how to make it right. You may need to write someone a note or make a call.
[E] There may be a physical source (path #5) of discomfort. (This can make us grumpy
and rude to those around us. If the pain becomes unbearable, you may need others to
help you make wise medical decisions.) First, communicate your pain level on a scale of
1 to 10 so that others can understand why you are acting stressed. If you need to wait
out some extreme discomfort, estimate how many minutes or hours it will take for your
body to return to comfort. Ask God for help imagining the relief that will come soon.
Imagining the feeling of healthiness that will come minimizes the pain in the moment.
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Sometimes we have opportunities to help others in our family or community with
problems in their lives. Our own children may be in serious situations that require
outside help from time to time. Knowing what each source of help is intended for will
help you to choose the right one.
[G] Spiritual solutions: You can make an appointment for someone to see a local
pastor if there is spiritual bondage. The pastor will know where to go in the Bible when
their temptation becomes unbearable. If using scripture in prayer isn’t strong enough
to resolve the temptation, realize that devils can have permission to attack us due to
sin or occult activities in the past (such as astrology or false religion). A good pastor
can help to discover these bondages from the past and renounce them for freedom.
[R] Emotional solutions: It can be good to seek professional counseling for someone
who has emotional bondage. A good counselor will listen carefully to your story and
help you to identify what is triggering your bad feelings. They will know whether you
need more boundaries in your relationships. They specialize in circling pressure points
and uncovering roots of unforgiveness.
[A] Mental solutions: A psychiatrist can be helpful if you sense mental instability.
Depression can have multiple causes with a variety of solutions, such as exercise and
sunlight. Personality disorders can be treated with medication or herbs while the
patient is receiving Christian therapy to recover from past trauma and abuse.
[C] Behavioral solutions: Sometimes you might need a boost in order to make healthy
choices. A life coach can help you to see all of your different possibilities and hold you
accountable for the one you choose. Behavioral problems in children can be caused by
hyperactivity and distractibility. Adults can also suffer harmful effects from an inability
to organize their thinking. This may be caused by artificial ingredients in food. A
behavior chart will help you to hold your child accountable for impulsive choices.
[E] Physical solutions: People in pain need herbs or medication. Someone suffering
from chronic pain or addiction must be willing to get help. Detox, exercise and eating
pure foods are the first steps. Support from church family is essential.
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To summarize, your mind is your control center. Its job is to keep you happy and
healthy. Imagine your hand gripping a round stone with the fingernail of your middle
finger facing you at the top of the stone. Your five fingernails look like five smooth
stones that you can use to protect your spirit, emotions, mind, will and body. Train your
kids and your brain to use these:
[G] When you’re tempted, The Security Strategy (page 11) to break free from bondage.
[R] When you’re overwhelmed, The Intimacy Strategy (page 19) to level your emotions.
[A] When you’re confused, The Purpose Strategy (page 32) to set your mind at rest.
[C] When you’re exhausted, The Identity Strategy (page 47) to do a spiritual reset.
[E] When you’re weak, The Mastery Strategy (page 58) to enjoy living your life.
Like a fist, your mind can only grip one of these stones at a time. The strategy-stone
you choose must be accurately launched in order to take down the giant in your
promised land. David practiced with his slingshot and gained experience with
dangerous animals before scaling up to fight the Philistines.
To accurately launch a worship strategy, place it in the sling of your mental
conversation with God. The Holy Spirit is your phone; choose God as your contact and
reach out to him in prayer. Sometimes it’s easiest to speak out loud on your prayer
phone. Other times, you might want to text with him in a prayer journal.
Imagine that God answers his phone with a warm, “Hi, how are you?” Tell him exactly
how you are doing. Then, be still and notice what comes into your mind. Any idea
moving through your thoughts could be a clue that God is swinging a slingshot. This
could be an image, song, scripture, dream or idea. Use this clue to search in the Bible.
Designing a beautiful life for yourself and your family will require that you master the
art of worship. Remember to keep your thought pathway flowing from your spirit
through your soul to your body. (When the body is in charge, it likes to sit in front of a
screen with junk food, ignoring the spirit. When the soul is in charge, it tends toward
workaholism. The body and the soul both need leadership from the Holy Spirit.)
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How to Use Your Prayer Phone:
1.

Let God know that you’re thinking about him. Activate your prayer phone by saying
hello to God out loud, or writing “Hi God” in a prayer journal (or on paper).
Imagine that God grins and asks, “Hi! How are you?” Speak to him out loud or
write out how you’re feeling. It’s good to be self-aware. Be totally honest. You can
tell him everything you’re going through because he understands you perfectly.

2.

When you’re ready to pause, let God answer you. He speaks silently. Say or write
the words or images that are in your mind, even if you don’t know their meaning.
Once you’ve got something, ask God for a verse about it. You may have an idea or
symbol to look up in the Bible. (Enter it here.) You may have a song in your head.
You might have an issue to discuss with him. (If so, get verses at GotQuestions.org.)

3.

Imagine that Father God is sitting with you in a special place. Now, listen to him
speak to you in your imagination. Don’t try to figure out how to make him speak,
just let the words come. Soak them up. When you’re ready, open the Bible. He may
lead you to one of your verses from step 2 above, or to another place in your Bible.
If you’re not sure where to start reading, you can open up to a random place
(maybe Romans 8) and read until you understand what’s going on in that section.

4.

When you’ve collected and responded to a few scriptures, check yourself to see
how you're doing. If you still feel tension, ask God where it’s coming from. Spiritual
tension feels like something is happening that you don’t feel completely right
about. Emotional tension feels like a nagging (or overwhelming) anxiety, sadness or
anger. Mental tension feels like you’re confused or can’t decide about something.
Behavioral tension feels like something has happened that’s keeping you from
feeling at peace. Physical tension feels like discomfort, hunger or thirst in your
body. Talk to God out loud or write down what might be causing this tension.

5.

Listen to what he wants and then write it down. You can use the next page to help
you unlock God’s desires in the Bible. Let his desire be your desire for yourself and
those he leads you to pray for. Stay in prayer until you are at rest without tension.
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How to Pray for God’s Desires in Your Life:
1.

Ask God to lead you. Open to whatever part of the Bible you like. Read it.

2.

Mark the words and verses that pop out to you. You can write in your Bible.

3.

Ask God what he wants to show you directly through these words. Journal it.

4.

Place the words into a historical context using the list on the next page.

5.

Figure out if these words are story, poetry, prophecy, or communication.

6.

Ask God, “What is the purpose of these words in this context?” Journal this.

7.

Ask God, “What does this say to me about who you really are?” Journal this.

8.

Look for similarities between your life and the action happening in the text.

9.

Ask God, “Do you want for me what you wanted for these characters?”

10. Use his answer to pray for yourself and others.

Study tools are available for free at Studylight.org:
In order to find a verse you remember, use a concordance. At Studylight, use “General
Search” with your Bible version. Or, just Google any phrase you remember.
In order to find out what the Bible says about a topic, use a topical Bible (or click here).
Nave’s search bar (in right sidebar): https://www.studylight.org/concordances/ntb.html
In order to understand the meaning of a word, use a Bible dictionary.
Easton’s search bar (in right sidebar): https://www.studylight.org/dictionaries/ebd.html
In order to understand the meaning of a passage, use a commentary.
Henry’s navigator: https://www.studylight.org/commentaries/mhm.html
Remember that study tools are sometimes wrong, but the Bible is never wrong.
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The Twenty Contexts of His Story
Find your chosen book here and then connect the number in parentheses to the list:
(story, poetry, prophecy, or communication): Gen (1-5), Ex-Deut (5-6), Jos-1 Sam (7-8), 2
Sam-2 Chron (8-9), Ezra-Est (10), Job (4), Psa-Song (8), Isa-Dan (8-9), Hos-Zeph (8), HagMal (10-11), Mat-Joh (11-13), Acts (14-15), Rom-Phi (15), Heb-Rev (16-20) -from Ham's 7 C's
1. Creation, in Genesis 1 - 2, humanity is innocent from sin.
2. Corruption, in Genesis 3:1 - 6:8, humanity becomes sinful.
3. Catastrophe, in Genesis 6:9 - 10:32, humanity is purged from sin.
4. Confusion, in Genesis 11 & Job, humanity is judged for sin.
5. Covenant, Gen. 12 - Exodus 19, God creates a Hebrew culture.
6. Commandments, Exodus 20 - Deut. 34, God teaches his culture.
7. Courts, Joshua 1 - 1 Samuel 8, God trains his culture.
8. Crown, 1 Samuel 9:1 - 2 Kings 17:5, God establishes his culture.
(also 1 Chron. 1 - 2 Chron. 28, Psalms 1-Isaiah 35, Hosea-Zephaniah)
9. Captivity, 2 Kin. 17:6-25:30, 2 Chr. 29-36, God disciplines his culture.
(also Isaiah 36-66 and Jeremiah-Daniel)
10. Comeback, Ezra-Esther, Haggai-Mal. 4:4, God restores his culture.
11. Calm, Malachi 4:5 - Matthew 1:15, God cleanses his culture.
(also Mark 1:1-8, Luke 1:1-25 and John 1:1-28)
12. Christ, Matthew 1:16-25:46, God coaches his culture.
(also Mark 1:9-13:37, Luke 1:26-21:38 and John 1:29-9:36)
13. Cross, Matthew 26:1-28:20, God saves his people from sin.
(also Mark 13:38- 16:20, Luke 22:1 - 24:53, John 9:37-21:25)
14. Community, Acts 1:1 - 9:14, God continues calling his culture.
15. Commission, Acts 9:15 - Philemon 25, God perfects his people.
16. Collection, Hebrews 1 - Revelation 3, God preserves his culture.
17. Coalition, Revelation 4 - 18, God punishes the evil on earth.
18. Consummation, Revelation 19, God destroys the evil on earth.
19. Chiliasm, Rev 20, God rules the earth and ends evil.
20. Change, Revelation 21 - 22, God makes earth and heaven new.
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How to Know What God is Saying
God designed our relationship with him to be like a treasure hunt. More than anything
else in our lives, he wants us to be thrilled with getting to know him. The author of his
story (history) wants his love relationship with us to be more exciting than any other
drama that exists. So, he adds intrigue: everything that happens between God and us
is in another dimension. We can’t see him, hear him or feel him with our five senses.
Yet, we’d give our lives for this relationship. Why?
Ever since he created humanity in the garden of Eden, God allures us with something
called glory. Only his private group of born-again followers can recognize what his glory
feels like. His book (the Bible) reveals concepts that are impossible to understand
unless we die and are reborn. But this death is in his other dimension, too.
So, if our deepest pains and pleasures come through this mysterious communication
with an unseen author, what’s the key to this secret communication with God? How
does he thrill us with these “words” (rhema Bible verses) that are to die for?
1. Resonation. As we get to know what true spiritual satisfaction feels like, we can tell if
a concept runs through our mind the right way. When an idea in scripture answers our
desire for truth and rightness, it could be a personal message to us.
2. Repetition. God allowed a competitor into our love story. Satan’s number-one
strategy is deception. To help us filter God’s ideas out from the lies in our mind, God
may make a certain verse or symbol show up “coincidentally” in our life, sometimes
several times. This is to show us that he's highly involved in everything that happens.
3. Resolution. God enjoys solving our problems. This increases our affection for him.
When the right idea solves our problems, we take notice.
4. Re-evaluation. The ideas that he shares with us are meant to be treasured (enjoyed).
If we stop treasuring the relationship with him and start treasuring these ideas by
ourselves, deception creeps in. But, if we evaluate these ideas with him, in light of the
whole Biblical story, we can be confident that God has sent us a message.
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Part 4:

WORSHIP & THE WILL
Avoiding Invisible Traps
There remains one technique of worship-art for us to learn, and that’s stillness in God’s
presence. Even when we know just where to direct our thoughts at all the right times,
we can still end up spiritually stuck. If we don’t know how to practice being still with
him, we are in danger of missing out on God’s deepest thoughts and emotions.
The enemy’s supreme deception leads us to become absorbed in activity for God
without having his power behind it. It is possible to think that you are doing good
things for God and then to discover that you are doing them just to feel self-rightness.
The classic example of this is the Pharisees. The choices they made to promote their
spirituality ended up putting Jesus on the cross. Being a hypocrite is being unaware of
how you are rejecting Jesus.
The vicious venom of hypocrisy lies in its desire to protect itself from itself. One of the
only ways you will know that you are operating in this viper’s trap is that you will feel
threatened by people who do Christianity differently than you do. You may feel
insecure and jealous that their relationship with the Holy Spirit seems to be easier than
yours. It may feel like they do not carry the same burden of trying to please God.

20. Write about a time when you felt that
God was dissatisfied with you, or wished
you could connect with him like others do.
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The feeling that you have to please God instead of want to please God is a clue to look
for a core lie in your thinking. You may discover a wall of protection in your emotions
where you have used religious answers to hide insecurity.
Learning to let his love unlock wounds from religion is a matter of realizing that he
never gave you the burden of getting things right for him. He got it all right for you
when he lived on earth as a human. The Holy Spirit of Jesus wants you to come to him
whenever you feel something wrong so that he can cleanse you with his words. The
temptation of hypocrisy, however, influences us to wait until we can make things right
before we go to him.
God is not like human parents who might act dissatisfied when they see wrongness in
us. He is dissatisfied with our sin, but completely satisfied with us as his children.
When we are tempted to run away from him, we can even bring this temptation to him!
It’s his job to communicate his love and acceptance to us, not our job to come up with
it, or to find it in other people.
If you have never completely given all of your doubts and fears to Jesus, carefully review
the first chapter of this handbook. You may need to be born into a new spiritual life. Or,
maybe you have connected with God this way in the past, but now you’re going through
a time when his love seems to be very still. Perhaps he’s letting you rest in this calm
spot now so that he can thrill you with a deeper understanding of his love after a while.
You may feel like pausing all of your extra duties for a while. Just rest and enjoy his love.
Your faith through the stillness may seem fruitless, but it’s like a seed planted in the
cold season. As you live without the spiritual pressure of fixing things, your spirit will
gradually warm up until the heat of summer brings love, joy, peace, patience,
gentleness, goodness, faith, humility and moderation.

21. Take 5 minutes to just be still with God.
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Ultimately, it’s God’s job to expose our wrongness to us in stages that we can handle.
For a while, we might feel the freshness of Biblical insight flood our mind in a spring
season of spiritual growth. This may be followed by a summertime of warmth in
fellowship with others who share our insights. After this may come a harvest of
rightness when people are influenced by our tasty fruit and drawn into our insights.
There will also be winter seasons when the harvest is over and it’s time to hibernate
and rejuvenate.
This season of retreat from religious activity purifies us from thinking that we are doing
what God is really doing. During hibernation, it becomes obvious that the only valuable
thing that we can do is call on God. At these times, it may feel wrong to have to pray or
worship a certain way. Some forms of Bible study may even feel dry or repulsive. This is
okay. It’s not a time of building, but of letting go of lies (Ecc. 3:1-14).
If we don’t let God prune the dead ideas and activities out of our lives, we’ll begin
investing ourselves in religious projects that God is not motivating. The fear of not
being motivated by God’s love is a good thing. It keeps us away from hypocrisy.
The Pharisees were like whitewashed tombs that built their lives on looking good to
God. Maybe they assumed that when others approved of their spiritual activities, God
was pleased too. In reality, he was disgusted. Jesus told the Jews:
“Search the scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life: and they are
they which testify of me. And ye will not come to me, that ye might have life. I
receive not honour from men. But I know you, that ye have not the love of God
in you.”
-John 5:39-42

22. Write what season of faith you are in.
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Let me warn you that there are many ways to be still without stretching your roots
deeply into God’s love. Other religions, sometimes even Christians, practice stillness
and meditation while remaining disconnected from the Holy Spirit. This is an imitation
of the quiet connection that God wants to have with us. Imitations feel good, but they
end badly. This is the work of the enemy.
The stillness of listening to God does not embrace emptiness. Instead, this stillness is
an emptying of all distracting thoughts and activities in order to experience God’s “I
AM” with you. He will speak to you. If your mind tunes out when you meditate, you are
not receiving all of the benefits of spiritual detoxification.
Whenever you want to connect with God and religious things feel shallow and empty,
this is your opportunity to go deep with him. You may have unknowingly made prayer
and Bible study your focus instead of his presence within those activities. Realize that
his voice alone is enough.
Don’t mistake this for depression. Don’t seek nirvana. Grab a Bible and your journal.
Sometimes the unlocking of hidden things takes several minutes of mental stillness. It
could even take hours of just talking with him to receive the peace that you need. Get a
glass of water, skip a meal if you want to, and let your spirit be still. Then, take notes on
what you are thinking, desiring & feeling in your prayer journal.
There will be moments when you are ready to quiet your mind and stop talking to God.
In these moments, let his being be enough for you. He breathed you into existence;
your breath is his gift. He is love, whether you feel loved or not. Accept that you are
loved: a hard fact that will never change. Do whatever his Spirit (Holy Ghost) leads you
to do. If you feel bored, talk to him about it. If you feel hungry, alone, tired or afraid, tell
God. Pay attention to the small voice inside of you that may have a lot to say.

23. What is God pruning away from you?
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Once your will has surrendered, you’ll be interested to discover more about how God
likes to express himself through you. You’ll find that he loves the way that he made you,
especially the ways that he made you different from his other human creations. You
can then begin loving who he has made you to be and become.
As you envision yourself becoming spiritually mature, you’ll see a person who knows
their own strengths and weaknesses. This person knows how to work well with other
people. They can let their guard down enough to receive help when they’re weak. They
know how to keep offering their strengths to others, even when they’re misunderstood
or rejected at first.
How do you become someone who is both independent and secure in their
relationships? As a baby lives through season after season, year after year, they
become aware of who they are in relation to those around them. When you were born
again, you became a new person inside. This person will grow more mature, secure and
interdependent with other people as you depend first on Father God to fill your needs.
You’ll learn how to partner with the Holy Spirit in doing his activities on the earth.
John the Baptizer was a fascinating picture of spiritual maturity. He was so secure in his
identity that he could stay in the wilderness, eating insects and honey and wearing
camel’s hair, while people flocked to listen to him. Perhaps because his father was a
Jewish priest, he could see right through the Pharisees’ traps.
He spoke of himself as a friend of the bridegroom, who is Jesus. He had the most
thrilling job in history: to introduce humanity to its spiritual spouse. His ultimate joy
was to be with Jesus and hear his voice. In a way, we have the same privilege on a
smaller scale. One of our main missions on earth is to introduce people to Jesus.

24. When you get hurt or exhausted this
week, use the next six pages to do a re-set.
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Identity When You’re Hurt or Exhausted
John the Baptizer realized that the people in his local area needed to do a spiritual reset. He invited people to take off the blindfold and just be real with God.
The Pharisees weren’t happy. It just wasn’t their style to depend on God’s Spirit in their
ministry. It was easier for them to control their own ministry than to stop and ask God
what he thought about it. Sadly, this was also keeping their followers from going to God
for his thoughts. John brought these people hope, in the form of revival.
There will be times when you’ll fall into this trap, too. You may be in survival mode
when you could be in revival mode. You might be exhausted from trying to fix things
for other people. You could be distracted by what God’s doing in other people’s lives.
You’ll lose your focus and wonder why you’re not in the same season as someone else.
The Bible calls Satan “the accuser of the brethren.” He influences us with tiny little
accusing thoughts every day, which make us feel like we’re not pleasing God.
When John baptized Jesus, the Father’s voice said that he was very pleased with Jesus.
When we hear God’s voice assuring us that he’s very pleased with us, too, we come out
of survival mode. As he told John the Baptist, we let Jesus tell us: “You need to be
baptized? Here, let me do it for you to show you that I’m your rightness.”
We know that he’s the holy one. But, he says that it’s us. So, we exchange identities.
When Jesus was hurt, he forgave. That’s who he was. That’s who we are, now. When we
hurt others, we ask for forgiveness. This has become who we are because of who he is.
The next five pages will give you instructions for re-setting your identity whenever you
feel pressure to strive for God’s approval. He wants you to become aware of the
moments when you’re holding back love.
He wants you to start realizing when you’re missing his gifts because you’re trying so
hard to get things right. That’s not the kind of leadership that he’s forming inside you.
When he looks at you, he sees a relaxed, joyful example of his bride, resting in his love.
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The Identity Diagram
Accuser of
the Brethren

“This is my beloved
Son, in whom I am
well pleased.”

Viper Victim
am
o
h or

I?

W

Friend of the
Bridegroom

Description: When we operate in survival mode, we're trying to fix our own insecurity
with a false identity. We must remember that our real identity is not a victim of the
accuser, but a forgiven friend of Jesus. In this wounded or sinful place, we let him
immerse us with the flowing love of the Holy Spirit. We arise from this love perfect
because of his resurrection. Knowing this, we have the confidence to refuse bitter lies
and live peacefully with those around us.
Biblical References: Being righteous agents of reconciliation- 2 Cor 5:17-21
• the Pharisee vipers- Mat 3:1-12

• biting/dual identities- Gal 5:14-18

• the baptism of Jesus- Mat 3:13-17

• accuser of the brethren- Rev 12:9-11

• friend of bridegroom- John 3:29

• refusing bitterness- Eph 4:31, 32

• bride of Christ/snake- 2 Cor 11:2-3

• wise as serpent/dove- Mat 10:16
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The Identity Strategy: Avoiding Invisible Traps
When we lose God’s perspective, we can fall into trying to design our own rightness.
Our drive to have money to exist can cause us to slip into survival mode, where God’s
gifts in the present moment are overlooked as we focus on getting through the day. We
can use The Identity Strategy to take off our blindfold and see how our trapped
behavior is affecting those around us.
1.

If you’re not experiencing the present moment as a gift from God (a gift that could
be a challenge as well), it’s time to stop all activity for a minute and be still. (If you
need privacy, go into the restroom to gather your thoughts.)

2.

Take an identity check: are you operating in your royal identity as a child of the
king? Are you forgiving others and receiving people’s forgiveness? Are you calling
on God when you’re tempted to act critically toward others? Is your work about
serving people, and then receiving financial provision as a result of helping them?

3.

Take an attitude check: does your work feel like a privilege from God, or a burden
of having to do what he expects you to do? Are you asking him for a gift in each
moment of your day in order to enjoy it to the fullest? Does God’s pruning feel like
an intimate privilege that accompanies your spiritual growth?

4.

Take an activity check: are your actions coming out of overflowing love, joy and
peace? Is your prayer life fresh, even if you’re in a wintertime withdrawal from
fruitless activity? Are you tired of empty obligations and ready to prune away any
activities that sap your energy?

5.

Discuss these results with God. What gift is he offering you in this moment, as his
friend and beloved child? His rightness is a great exchange for your survival mode.
Scan your soul for any lingering venom of Satan’s accusations that were aimed at
your identity. Re-set your operating mode from “desperately surviving” to “the one
with whom God is very pleased.” Ask God for the strength of will to repeat this reset whenever you realize that you need it (even if it’s many times a day).
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Forgiving When You’re Wounded
When you’ve been bitten by someone’s selfish words or actions, you can respond as
one loved by God. This will neutralize the venom of Satan’s accusations in your heart.
1.

Realize that you’ve been bitten by someone with a you’re-wrong-and-I’m-right
attitude. In a loving way, go out of the presence of this person.

2.

Remember that your identity, if you’ve been born again, is an adopted child of the
Father and a best friend of Jesus. All of your sin is permanently removed. Ask God
for the grace to be still and rest in his love for a moment.

3.

Elevate your love for God and people above the pain of the snakebite. Remember
that we forgive others because God forgave all of our wrongness. Bring this wrong
to the cross and let the pain of Jesus pay for it. Realize that God desires this person
to be a part of his bride. Your job is to show them the unconditional love that he
has freely given to you. Forgive them.

4.

Whenever you remember the sting of their attack, bandage the wound by focusing
on your identity as one who truly pleases the Father and the Son (as his bride).
Remember that you have forgiven this person and refuse the bitterness offered by
your enemy, the accuser of the brethren.

5.

Refuse to gossip about your wound, knowing that backbiting will just return evil for
evil. Instead, ask God whether or not he wants you to confront the person who
wounded you. If so, God will show you how to let them know that they hurt you.
Use the pattern shown in Matthew 18:15-17.

6.

Provide this person with opportunities to rebuild your trust. Be as wise as a
serpent (the devil) but as harmless as a dove (the Holy Spirit). Realize that
forgiveness is a realistic, positive attitude toward the relationship- not an offer to
trust a viper. Pray for this person to know their identity as God’s beloved, and to
grow with their local church into the bride of Christ.
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Making an Apology When You’re Guilty
You can operate from your identity as one loved by God, even when you have wounded
someone (either on purpose or by accident). God’s love has already cleansed your sin.
1.

Realize that you have bitten someone with your words or actions and they may be
feeling resentful. Stop and pray about what you could have said or done
differently. Receive God’s forgiveness. Ask him how to tell them what you wish you
would have done differently and request their forgiveness.

2.

As you prepare to approach this person, remember that if you have been born
again, you are an adopted child of the Father. Your best friend is Jesus. All of your
sin was permanently removed from your record because of his blood payment. Ask
God for the wisdom and grace to stay at peace, whether the other person responds
to you lovingly or sinfully.

3.

Although your sin has been removed from heaven’s record by the blood of Christ,
God will still show you how to handle its consequences here on earth. Whether or
not people forgive you doesn’t affect your unconditional right standing before
God. You can, however, hurt the person you’ve wronged even more by not making
things right with them. Ask God what you can offer to do for them in order to let
them rebuild their trust in you. Your reputation and your relationships are very
valuable things.

4.

Go make the apology by telling them that you’re sorry you didn’t handle the
situation in the right way. Tell them what you wish you would have done differently
and ask for their forgiveness. Tell them that you want to rebuild their trust. Offer to
pay for damages and/or spend time helping them.

5.

Guard your heart with the shield of faith. If you feel guilt, use your imagination to
bring it to Jesus on the cross and turn it over to him. After that, say no to the
venom of shame and regret. If the person you have wounded attempts to guilt-trip
or shame you, politely refuse this manipulation and then forgive them for it.
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What if the Relationship Doesn’t Improve?
If you feel like you’re giving 100% in an important relationship, and the bad situation
isn’t improving, ask yourself the following questions:
Have I asked God what he wants to do about it? (See page 36 to use your prayer phone.)
Have I collected Biblical ideas for solving my problem, and read their Bible contexts?
Have I checked with a trusted Christian friend or past0r to confirm these ideas?
Have I hurt anyone by gossiping about the situation, and have I made that right?
Have I done something in this relationship to break trust that I could earn back?
Have I followed the entire process of forgiving and asking for forgiveness (last 2 pages)?
Have I asked God to search my heart for selfish or manipulative motives?
Have I considered whether I might be playing into someone else’s mind games?
Have I asked Him whether I need to set healthy boundaries (like going into a separate
room when I need to calm down, or someone else needs to calm down)?
Have I talked to God about what he’s pruning away from me through this situation?

After doing all of that:
Have I sat down with this person and asked them to listen to my perspective?
Have I really listened to their perspective without thinking about how to defend myself?
Am I praying consistently for both of us to understand each other and make changes?
If so, you’re ready to leave that seed in the ground. God will bring change in his season.
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Part 5:

WORSHIP & THE BODY
Finishing Your Course
Now we will pull together all that we’ve learned into a daily practice to fuel our
spiritual, emotional and mental growth. We all want to look forward each day to
connecting with God when we wake up. Using this daily routine will move us out of
survival mode and help us to create a life of worship-art.
We’ve discussed how to worship God with our spirit by turning to him in moments of
temptation. We learned how to bring negative feelings to him for healing. We found out
how to operate our mind in order to be truly content. Finally, we learned how to use our
will to submit to the Holy Spirit in every moment, without sliding into hypocrisy.
Now, you will find out what it looks like to physically pursue a life of wholehearted
worship, in the temple of your body. You have begun clearing and building the
promised land of your soul. It’s time to plan out how you will live the rest of your life as
a worship artist from now on.
From the Bible, we know that both men and women were made in the image of God.
Everything good about you reflects some aspect of who God is. Everything bad about
you is a twistedness of something good that can be made right. As you become more
mature, your wrongness will untwist into rightness.

25. Describe the good things about yourself.
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Are you and I ever going to be made completely right before we are in heaven with
God? When the Bible tells us to be perfect as Father God is perfect in Matthew 5:48, it
is in the context of loving people who are hard to love. We will always struggle to do
this, although we will get better at seeing God in each person around us and loving his
image in them. Perfection can be a situation-by-situation reality in our lives, but not an
absolute point at which we can say that we have arrived.
Considering this truth, we may ask why Paul prayed this prayer for the people:
And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray God your whole
spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Faithful is he that calleth you, who also will do it.
-1 Thessalonians 5:23-24
It is okay to pray for something without expecting it to be immediately and completely
realized. In fact, it is sometimes desirable to pray for something unrealistic, like
blameless living, because we know that we can begin to attain it in small parts and
pieces now. Notice from this verse that God is capable of preserving our spirit, soul
and body blameless until we are made permanently sinless, although we are not.
Our main goal in life is not to be perfect. It is to practice being formed into a perfect
reflection of God with the specific personality type that he has designed in each of us.
There are at least three main components of this image that we will explore here:
[1] our teamwork, [2] our desires and [3] our life strategy.

26. If you were to wake up tomorrow with
the ability to live perfectly, what would
your daily life be like? Write a description.
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Because God is a Trinity of three personalities in one being, we humans reflect him
through a variety of personality types. Before you were born, your brain was wired with
a certain temperament. As you nurture each of your natural strengths and weaknesses,
you reveal glimpses of God’s glory to others.
Within his being, God operates as a team of three: God the Son, God the Father and
God the Holy Spirit. Your body, soul and spirit reflect this Trinity. You were designed to
work with God and other people to accomplish his specific mission for your life. Your
primary team consists of the people in your home. Your secondary team is the one that
you work with. But, your main team includes the people who share your purpose (your
friends and/or local church).
The reason that you will never arrive at blamelessness is because these teams will
always provide areas of stress and discomfort in your life. This will keep reminding you
to consult with God, like Paul with his thorn:
“And lest I should be exalted above measure through the abundance of the
revelations, there was given to me a thorn in the flesh, the messenger of Satan
to buffet me, lest I should be exalted above measure. For this thing I besought
the Lord thrice, that it might depart from me. And he said unto me, My grace
is sufficient for thee: for my strength is made perfect in weakness. Most gladly
therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest
upon me. Therefore I take pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities,
in persecutions, in distresses for Christ’s sake: for when I am weak, then am I
strong.”
-2 Corinthians 12:7-10

27. Write about the main things in your
life that keep you humble.
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Talents, Temperaments and Teamwork
There are 4 basic temperaments, or personalities, that help us to understand how we
are different from other people. Your temperament can be nurtured, but not changed.
Identifying your specific temperament reveals how God’s strength can be made perfect
in your weakness.
To find out which of the four temperaments below describes you, think about what you
need most in order to feel well. You may notice your secondary need on the list, too.
1.

Harmonizers (phlegmatic/burgandy) need a stable foundation.

2.

Creators (melancholy/violet) need a detailed plan of action.

3.

Commanders (choleric/gold) need to quickly create results.

4.

Communicators (sanguine/navy) need to talk with other people.

Numbers one and three are opposite personalities that attract and complement each
other. Two and four are also opposites that attract and complement one another.
Visit the CliftonStrengths website to locate your primary talent within the 8 or 9 options
of your color (see the four colors in the list above). This is what you can give to your
team, whether it is a small family or a large company. (The website also offers paid
assessments.) Guess the strengths of the other key players on your team so that you
can help them to use their talents, too. (If you prefer a simpler approach, click the
dropdown + signs at fourtemperaments.com/15-temperament-blends for more info.)

28. Try to find your top strength and those
of your team/family members. Write how
you can help others based on this info.
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You’ll be able to accomplish God’s unique purpose for your life even though you won’t
be able to love your teammates perfectly. God knows that you’ll fail sometimes. He has
already planned to use your future failures for the benefit of your teams. Therefore,
you can relax and enjoy his perfect process, even with imperfect people.
Once we leave our mortal bodies behind, we may never again have the opportunity to
feel stress or discomfort pushing our roots deeper into God’s love. That is why the last
part of our previous passage says that Paul takes pleasure in infirmities, reproaches,
necessities, persecutions and distresses. He can see how moments of lacking health,
relationships, wealth, influence and security serve to highlight the better moments
when God provides these for us. Seeing this contrast makes us feel thankful and brave.
As you team with the Trinity, you will find yourself attracted to divine encounters
(instead of to sin) in order to fill your need for pleasure in this life.
There are four progressive stages at which we experience pleasure in God:
1.

God and I glory in each other. God fascinates me; I delight him.

2.

Our glory exists in each other. His beauty is reflected in me; I have his power.

3.

Our glory is for each other. We have a close relationship with clear focus.

4.

Our glory is together. We impact our society.

You can see how these four stages show increasing levels of spiritual maturity. At level
1, I am getting to know God personally. At level 2, I am becoming like him. At level 3, the
things that distract me from God are being pruned away. Level 4 is where my personal
mission in life reaches its peak.

29. Write how you have experienced glory.
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Mastery When You’re Physically Weak
You were designed to live in a physical body. You were made to have a home, to work,
to play and to eat. Your body desires food and shelter. You’re vulnerable without them.
Why do you think God created you vulnerable? You could have had fur and claws. You
could have had beaver teeth for creating your own shelter. Instead, you have hands.
What you have is worth the cost of not having something else. The hands that God
gave you fit your purpose better than claws would. So it is with the events of your life.
God not only designed your body, he designed your life story. He made the earth for
you and planned how you would work, play and eat on it. He lined it all up for success.
Even better than that, he set you up in multiple dimensions so that you could live with
him in heavenly places while you’re walking here on the earth. After your earthly body
stops, your heavenly body will keep living. He coaches you through this life to prepare
you for your first, face-to-face moment with him in your heavenly body (1 Cor 13:12).
Your heavenly body was born when you received Jesus Christ as your savior from hell.
Now, you’re a spiritual baby. You’re learning to use your spiritual eyes and ears to sense
and communicate with your Father God.
You may not see your Father God with your earthly eyes, but your relationship with him
is earthly, too. His strategy for your success is happening on earth right now. He has the
miraculous power to write the events of reality (including your own wrong choices!)
into a story where everything works out fantastically for you in the end. This is “glory.”
On the following page, you will see: [1] that glory is the unseen thrusting of your roots
into the pleasures of knowing God. He authors your story and coaches you through it.
[2] Your body (flesh) is where your love, joy and peace become available to feed the
world. [3] The flowers of your life (visible pleasures) are planted in dirty, yucky pain.
God is coaching you to master the skill of pushing your roots through this dirt. You can
trust that every pain provides the moisture for a harvest of fruit to come in its season.
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The Mastery Diagram

Description: The pleasures in which we glory determine our spiritual fruit.
Biblical References: Paul’s thorn and glory- 2 Cor 12:1-11 (See the “f” in “flesh” above.)
• four types of soil- Luk 8:4-15

• pleasures & growth of fruit- Song 2

• fruit of the Spirit- Gal 5:22-25

• rooted in his love- Eph 3:14-21
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The Mastery Strategy: Finishing Your Course
The quality of our spiritual fruit is determined by how we seek pleasure. In Luke 8:14,
we see that earthly pleasures can be thorns that choke out our spiritual fruit. In 2 Cor
12:7-9, earthly pains can be thorny messengers that push us deep into God’s power.
When you are being buffeted (hit) by a messenger of Satan, here’s the victory strategy:
1.

Ask God to take away the enemy’s earthly attack, whether it’s happening through
sickness, bad treatment from others, needs in your life or just plain stress. If the
attack keeps happening, keep asking for wisdom to solve your problem.

2.

Listen to the voice of God. Here’s what he told Paul about his thorn: “My grace is
[enough] for you, for my strength is made perfect in your weakness.” -2 Cor 12:9

3.

Realize why you keep having to deal with this issue. Because you carry God’s great
favor, you are being protected from pride by the enemy’s direct attack. This is
being allowed in order to increase your dependence on God.

4.

Commit wholeheartedly to following God’s detailed plan to make you shine. Take
some time to imagine yourself impacting your society with his love.

5.

This attack is your opportunity to grow in your relationship with God on a whole
new level. God exalted you by showing you his strength. Now he’s humbling you by
showing you your weakness. Both are needed for his power to fill your life. Thank
him for preparing you for deeper revelation of himself.

6.

Enjoy how God is using your weakness to entice you to his power. God plans for
you to greatly experience his glory, rooted in wonder, delight, beauty, power, love,
focus and impact. (See roots on the diagram.) You will never know the sweet delight
of his victory in your life until you deeply accept that you can’t help it to happen.

7.

Trust that this experience of your weakness will make his strength feel amazing
when it appears. Meanwhile, rest and let him fight for you as you keep talking with
him about the situation. Wait and obey his instructions until your victory comes.
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The PRISM Routine
Here’s a written strategy to help you drive your roots deep into God’s love every day of
your life, from now on. This spiritual warfare method creates beautiful, unique worshipart out of all of the pains and pleasures in your life. You can use this PRISM Routine for
30-45 minutes when you wake up every morning to defeat your enemy’s attacks and exit
survival mode.
[P] Begin by spiritually aligning yourself in a posture of worship:
Pause in contentment before the God who knows you and delights in you.
Praise him with psalms, hymns or spiritual songs to bring perspective.
[R] Now, position yourself in God’s power for breakthrough:
Read whatever materials God is currently using to transform your life.
Request a key scripture with a strategy for achieving this transformation.
[I] Open your mind to God’s detailed directions for getting these results:
Imagine yourself living a blameless lifestyle of Holy Spirit-directed success.
Invite the Holy Spirit to reveal his step-by-step plan for your transformation.
[S] Use the scripts of your personal story to grow fruit in your spiritual garden:
Scripturally counter Satan’s secret angles of deception by writing answers.
Speak your written scripts when you are tempted in order to walk forward daily.
[M] Prepare yourself physically to achieve the outcome of your new thinking:
Memorize your key scripture phrases and review them to maintain victory.
Master your battle plan by staying accountable to others regularly.

30. Consider setting your alarm earlier and
using PRISM for 30-45 minutes each day.
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Notes on the PRISM Routine
Here are some notes regarding the five steps on the previous page:
Step P: If you are not comfortable singing, speak the poetry of the lyrics or draw an
illustration. Your goal is to experience God’s love through the poetic art.
Step R: Choose any books, audios or videos that are transforming your mind.
Step I: To define spiritual success, think of the focus, authority, delight, beauty, wonder,
impact and love that you sense when you encounter God. Knowing Christ brings glory.
Step S: Journal your good and bad secrets. Write your scripts on cards for easy access.
Step M: See Section 5 (below) for free resources for battle planning and accountability.
Although this is not a typical devotional routine, the PRISM Routine covers each type
of prayer including adoration, intercession, contemplation, confession and scripture
meditation. Experiencing how God delights in us enables us to target our wrong
thoughts and choices with his strength. This renews our passion for right living. This
way we can wake up to a half-hour of prayer every morning, excited to see what God is
going to do with us during our day.
For additional energy, wake your body with 10 minutes of exercise before your 45
minutes of prayer. Combine your favorite moves (stretching, push-ups, jumping jacks,
walking/jogging in place, etc.) while listening to your favorite music or podcast.
Or, for extra encouragement, call a friend to pray together during the first 10 minutes of
your prayer time every day. Make an agreement beforehand that you will each pray for 5
minutes and then close the call without spending time on chitchat.
Realistically, you may spend most of your PRISM time (maybe 20 minutes) on just two
or three of the five sections each morning. The one thing that must be done every day
is to record yesterday’s results on “The Battle Plan.” On busy mornings, you may only
have time to quickly pray through one or two worksheets. Let the Holy Spirit lead you.
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Setting up your Worship Notebook:
You’ll need a printer, a three-ring binder, notebook paper, 5 tab dividers, a hole punch,
index cards and optional sheet protectors. (Instead of printing, you can use digital
notebooking application such as Evernote and index cards.) Create five sections
labeled “Pause & Praise,” “Read & Request,” “Imagine & Invite,” “Scripts & Secrets,”
and “Memorize & Master.” Use sheet protectors to hold sermon notes, printables, etc.
Click here for The Worship Notebook printables and instructions (email address
required). If using Evernote, copy the PDF hymns and worksheets to five notebooks
instead of printing. If you can’t annotate them, just type your answers below them.

SECTION ONE: PAUSE & PRAISE
Before you do anything, take a few minutes to just think Father God’s thoughts about
you. His thoughts are higher than our thoughts, so you’ll have to ask him what
wonderful thoughts he’s thinking about you. (You can start by thinking about how
delighted a father feels as he watches his beautiful children, then reading Psalm
139:1-6, 17-18.) For a few minutes, just enjoy his presence with you. Let your own
thoughts come into your mind and bring them to him while you practice staying at
peace. Once you feel completely still and secure, choose a Psalm or hymn to read.
Follow these suggestions. Spend some time in worship, then move on to Section 2.
See videos for learning hymns by clicking the orange buttons at this slideshow.
Search for your favorite hymn lyrics and music at hymnary.org.
The 10 Most Well-Loved Psalms, Audio Version (copy the text for printing if desired):
Psalm 1, Psalm 23, Psalm 27, Psalm 37, Psalm 51, Psalm 84, Psalm 91, Psalm 119, Psalm
121, Psalm 139. You can listen to your favorite Psalm at Bible.is.
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SECTION 2: READ & REQUEST
Look at your "Reading Quotes" and "Scripture Requests" worksheets to see what God
has been speaking with you about recently. Add anything that needs to be added to
these notes and use them to pray for yourself. Then, pray similar requests for your
loved ones. (Ask God what he is doing in their lives. Remember that the purpose of
intercession is to be drawn into God’s desires by agreeing with his plans for your loved
ones. It’s not to convince him to want what you want by asking repetitiously). Once
you’ve agreed with what he already wants to provide, all you have to do is wait for the
answers. You can keep lists of your requests if that helps you to notice his answers.
For your “Reading Quotes,” look for nonfiction written, audio or video material that will
teach you how to take care of your body, soul and spirit.
If you enjoy reading classic literature, here are some all-time favorite devotional ebooks
(with audio links) for free download in various formats:
• Morning and Evening: Daily Readings by Charles Spurgeon (PDF, audio)
• Union and Communion by Hudson Taylor (PDF, audio)
• The Pursuit of God by A.W. Tozer (PDF, audio)
• Religious Affections by Jonathan Edwards (PDF, audio)
• The Pilgrim’s Progress by John Bunyan (PDF-skip the forward & preface, audio)
Here are some contemporary, well-loved books on Amazon (affiliate links):
Knowing God by J.I. Packer (about getting to know God)
Full by Asheritah Ciuciu (about eating)
Shepherding a Child’s Heart by Tedd Trip (about parenting)
(See all of the top 20 books we recommend, as well as 8 movies, by clicking here.)
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SECTION 3: IMAGINE & INVITE
As you imagine the Lord answering your scriptural requests, think about what the devil
is trying to stop you from accomplishing. The "Invitation" worksheet is not just a place
where you can invite the Holy Spirit to rearrange your life for freedom. It is also an
invitation from the Holy Spirit to picture your life through his eyes. Find the part of this
invitation that you want to focus on today and then let yourself imagine living in this
reality. How does it feel to act in your true identity as the one God loves? What will you
see, hear, taste, smell and think as you walk in the Spirit today? Ask God to make this
your real reality. If he gives you new actions to add to your action plan, write them on
your "Investment" worksheet. Make sure that you are entering the results from your
“Battle Plan” worksheets (in Section 5) on your "Investment" worksheet every week.

SECTION 4: SCRIPTS & SECRETS
Now it’s time to get down to the nitty gritty. Your enemy has secret plans that you need
to be aware of. Look at your “Battle Plan” worksheets in Section 5. How did he try to
stop you from doing what you planned to do yesterday? Did you give in to him, or did
you call on the Lord and follow your battle plan? Celebrate God’s unconditional love
and approval of you, knowing that your failures will be your steps to improvement. If
needed, choose a journal prompt and dig deeper into yesterday’s failures or successes.
After you’ve written what is on your heart, read back over it. Are there excuses or core
lies in your neurology that are hiding the truth you need to be believing?
You may wish to write God’s thoughts as scripts on index cards (or slips of paper) so
that they are easily accessible to read when you need them. Look under “Exchange” on
your “Investment” worksheet (in Section 3) and/or customize these general scripts. If
needed, bookmark a strategy from this handbook to turn to when the battle gets tough.
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SECTION 5: MEMORIZE & MASTER
Check over the verses and objective on your “Battle Plan” worksheet (or battle card)
and write your results from yesterday. Follow the Holy Spirit to adjust any plans or
cards that need adjusting. Gain mastery by completing the battle plan worksheet every
weekend and beginning a new one. Ask the Holy Spirit to remind you to turn to him
whenever you’re tempted by the enemy’s sneaky attacks today. Look at your victory
verses and try to say the underlined phrases without looking. Use these phrases
throughout the day to reset your thinking whenever you have useless thoughts or
negative emotions. Now, go enjoy your day with God!
(A battle plan can be much more effective when it’s reviewed daily or weekly with an
accountability/prayer partner. Our free course, The Worship Course, comes with bonus
materials that will help you to find an accountability partner. See “Step 2” on page 74
for more information.)

The structure of The PRISM Routine was inspired by the writings of Hal Elrod. The content is original.
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How long will you wait to seize back your moments from the evil clutches of survival
mode? Perhaps 'just surviving' disappoints you precisely because you were designed
for an existence centered far beyond yourself. And what if your creator is jealous when
you surrender your moments to survival mode? Would you not ache with this burning
jealousy long enough to re-establish your orbit around delightfully discovering the
divine?
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How to Be Born Again:
Receive God’s Rightness Once and for All
Anyone can know God’s love and acceptance who would like to. Since he is pure
goodness, he had to do something to take away the blame for all of our wrongness.
Because God loves his creation so much, it hurts him when we hurt each other. We
can’t make up for our wrongs- we have to let him take our place on the cross of pain. I’ll
let God explain it himself straight from the Bible:
Romans 3:10 – As it is written, There is none righteous, no, not one:
Romans 3:23 – For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God;
Romans 5:8 – But God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were yet
sinners, Christ died for us.
Romans 6:23 – For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through
Jesus Christ our Lord.
Romans 10:9-10 – …If thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt
believe in thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For
with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; and with the mouth confession is
made unto salvation.
Romans 10:13 – For whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved.
Jesus Christ suffered gladly on the cross for you, personally. With all of his heart, he
wants you to believe that his death paid for each of your wrong choices. Because of
this, you can be just as pure in the Father’s sight as he is. You never have to worry
about being rejected by God again. All you have to do is receive this gift. Say “yes" to
his death and resurrection in your place. This can help spark the courage to believe it.
The moment your heart says “yes,” to him, you are saved. Your spirit has been born
into a new life. You will go to heaven when you die, and nothing can ever take this away.
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Now That You’re a Christian
Welcome to Christianity! It’s so simple to be born again, but it’s the most important
decision ever. Notice that the previous passage in bold gives two steps for being saved
from hell. The first step is to thank God with your mouth for being sacrificed on the
cross for you. (So if you thanked him silently, go ahead and let it out through your
mouth. Add a war whoop if you want to.)
You also had to believe that God raised him from the dead. What good would it do to
believe that Jesus loved you if you never got to know him (because he was dead)? He
took every one of our pains, and was dead in a tomb for three days. But since he is God,
death had no power over him. That’s where the Trinity comes in. The one God exists in
three persons: a Father, a Son and a Holy Spirit. After Jesus the Son died, the Father
raised him from the dead. After living for a few more weeks on earth, he went directly
to heaven. He is there now, preparing a beautiful home for everyone who is joining his
family. The Holy Spirit is Jesus’ way of being in a silent conversation with all of the
Christians on earth at the same time.
Think about how many people believe these miracles and communicate with God daily.
You can ask God for a group of Christians that will show you how to get to know him
better. As you consider joining a church, look for people who are eager to talk about
what God is doing in their lives. Ask them if they believe that the Bible is God’s perfect
word, without error. If so, and if they make friends with you, this is a good place to start
growing as a baby Christian. Meanwhile, email me at sararuth@sophiculture.com.
Remember that other Christians are often immature in their growth just like you are.
As God’s children, you won’t always get along together. That’s okay. What’s important
is that you look through each others’ imperfect love to see glimpses of your Father
God’s perfect love. Becoming a Christian will not solve all of your problems. It will give
you a perfect friend to go to in prayer when people let you down. Follow the
instructions in this handbook to get to know the Trinity, and your spirit will grow.
(To pick up where you left off, go back to page 7. To resolve doubts, read on.)
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How to Overcome Your Doubts
God speaks to us through the Bible to answer any doubts that we might have:
“What if I stopped believing or following God? Would I go to hell?”
It’s normal to question whether or not you were truly saved from hell (and even to
wonder if God is really real). To resolve this question, ask him for reassurance and then
read what he said. Jesus said this: “And I give unto them eternal life; and they shall
never perish, neither shall any man pluck them out of my hand. My Father, which gave
them me, is greater than all; and no man is able to pluck them out of my Father's
hand.” -Jn 10:28-29
The fact is that nothing and no one can get you un-born-again, not even you.
“What if I do something unforgivable and lose my salvation?”
Jesus declared all sins forgivable except one: insulting the Holy Spirit. He said this: “All
manner of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men: but the blasphemy against
the Holy Ghost shall not be forgiven unto men.” -Mt 12:31
That makes sense, because a non-Christian has to believe the Holy Spirit’s message in
order for their spirit to be born again (salvation). So if they insult and reject him, they
reject this opportunity. Obviously, those who reject salvation can’t get saved. That’s
why it’s unforgivable, because you need salvation in order to be forgiven. Once you
have been saved, you are forgiven, and this is irrelevant. (You can un-reject salvation.)
How do I know that heaven will really be better than life on earth?
You know this because you feel deeply that you were created for more than this life.
Think about the things that bring you happiness: friendship, beauty, wonder, power
and delight. If God designed you for these things, he will provide them. The Bible
describes this knowing as God’s Spirit being a witness to our spirit that we’re his.
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“The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God: And if
children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ; if so be that we suffer
with him, that we may be also glorified together. For I reckon that the sufferings of this
present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be revealed in
us.” -Rom 8:16-19
We won’t take the time right now to examine how the Bible describes our future home,
but we know we will have new bodies (with no more pain), mansions, feasting and fun
things to do as creative partners with Jesus. Considering that our beautiful earth is a
tiny sample of his power, you could say that the sky’s no limit.
"Am I going to feel regret in heaven because of my earthly choices?”
Each of us has our own God-given mission to use our talents to fulfill his plan for our
life here on earth. Each of us also has difficulties that give us the humility we need to
stay focused on partnering with God. No one else’s story is comparable to yours. Each
one is entirely unique.
As you live your story in conversation with God, you will begin to notice that your
thoughts are improving. The Bible says to “be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and
acceptable, and perfect, will of God.” -Rom 12:3
Your new thoughts and experiences will show you that God is changing all of the
wrongness in your body, soul and spirit into the best possible outcome for you. In
heaven you will never feel the pain of regretting your earthly mistakes, or of being
jealous of other people’s rewards. You will likely be building and creating and enjoying
other people, all without any stress, boredom, drawbacks or regrets.
Other doubts will come up in your mind from time to time. This is normal. Give your
doubts over to God, who knows exactly what you are struggling with. Trust that he will
personally resolve them with his love as you learn and grow. The big picture that he is
painting will all come together, stroke by stroke by stroke.
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How to Make Your Reading Plan
Author Justin Johnson recommends starting your reading with Paul’s curriculum:
1.

“Romans: Laying a doctrinal foundation; instilling right doctrine

2.

Corinthians: Producing good works under grace; moving people to act

3.

Galatians: Walking in the Spirit, not under law

4.

Ephesians: The nature and mission of the church

5.

Philippians: The mind of Christ; instruction in maturity

6.

Colossians: Operating complete in Christ

7.

Thessalonians: Comfort and hope waiting for the return of the Lord

8.

1 Timothy/ Titus: Teaching and leadership instructions

9.

Philemon: Paul’s example of charity

10. 2 Timothy: Final words for faithful men
You can see the natural doctrinal progression as you read through Paul’s epistles that
ends with the man of God being throughly furnished (2 Timothy 3:17). Every book fits
somewhere in the Pauline curriculum… Identify where you are in your growth, and start
your study there. Don’t know where you are? Start at the beginning. Do not quit, and
you will be able to teach others also (2 Tim 2:2).”
-Justin Johnson, Start Rightly Dividing, page 100
In order to get used to writing in your Bible, get a hard copy of the KJV and a pencil (or
an app like Logos that lets you highlight and annotate). Read until you see something
that has meaning for you and underline (or highlight) it. Underline one verse per day.
Talk with God about it. Keep using this handbook and copy verses that interest you
from its diagrams, notes and strategies.
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How to Share This Handbook
As soon as a person becomes a Christian, they must figure out how to explain to their
friends and family what has happened to them. It takes courage from God to be honest
about this with loved ones who may look down on Christianity. People like this need
freedom in order to see God accurately. God alone can bring them this freedom.
It may take a lot of conversations with God and each loved one before they would be
ready to consider becoming a Christian. Meanwhile, you can share your testimony with
them right away, as soon as the time is right. An easy way to do this is to write a note
letting your loved one know that you have encountered God.
Simply tell this person in a note or email about this special moment. Don’t worry about
whether they will approve of it or not. Just tell it like it is. Here are some links that you
can include as the Holy Spirit leads:
• The link to download this book: The Worship Handbook
• The link to share a description of this book: "About The Handbook"
As you see people around you struggling to understand their purpose, you may want to
take the time to evangelize. That means you want to start inviting other people to meet
the Holy Spirit (Jesus Christ). You can do this several ways:
• To print flyers that invite people to read this book: Handbook Flyer (PDF)
• To share this book on social media: "Social Sharing Instructions"
• To make this book available on your website for free: "Freebie Instructions"
Whenever you share this book, be sure to include a few sentences about what it has
done in your life. This is what will make people want to read it.
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Next Steps:
Step one: Begin a prayer journal where you can complete the 30 assignments included
in this handbook. To make this easier for you, we have turned these assignments into a
free course with Facebook group support.
You can watch me reading the pages from this handbook on video (and get bonus
materials) by registering for this free course, The Worship Course at Sophiculture
Academy. Learn more here: Sophiculture.com/The-Worship-Course
Click here to join our Facebook group for support in a delightful relationship with God.
You can ask questions and get daily encouragement. There’s a free gift for joining.
We also encourage you to sign up for our weekly emails, so you can be notified when
we open our doors for coaching. We offer group coaching and accountability through
our signature program, Illumination, and our membership society.
Click here if you’d like to receive one-on-one coaching from me. If there are openings
available, you’ll be invited to book a free discovery call.
Step two: If you’ve completed this handbook, continue using the PRISM Routine each
morning when you wake up. You’ll need to set up The Worship Notebook as described
on page 61.
Most people do better with prayer routines when they have regular checkins with an
accountability/prayer partner. Use the bonus lessons in The Worship Course to find a
prayer partner. It will also show you how to create a spiritual mastermind group.
Step three: The Sophiculture Society is our ongoing group coaching program. A
monthly membership provides all of the instructions and live support that you need for
prayer partnerships, spiritual battle training, family discipleship and more.
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In Closing:
Thank you for reading The Worship Handbook. If you liked it, you may enjoy some of our
other freebies at The Sophiculture Library. You can get access to this free library by
subscribing to our weekly emails. These will alert you when new freebies are available.
Click this link to subscribe: Sophiculture.com/subscribe
These weekly emails also give you my personal tips and tools for having a delightful
relationship with God. And, they’ll notify you of all our program launches.
If this handbook has helped you know how to worship God, I would love to hear about
it. You can email me at sararuth@sophiculture.com with your brief story of how
something I’ve written has helped you. I’d prefer to receive a video showing your face,
but a simple, written review would be great. May God ignite your worship.
Sara Ruth Tucker, Blogger at Sophiculture.com
Copyright Information:
Sophiculture is pleased to grant you permission to share this free ebook. We hope you
enjoyed it and want to tell your friends about it. It was written to help you study and
teach others who want to know and love Jesus.
You may post this ebook, email it, print it and pass it along for free to anyone you like,
as long as you make no changes or edits to its contents or digital format. The right to
sell it in print or otherwise is strictly reserved. Download it here:
http://Sophiculture.com/wp-content/uploads/The-Worship-Handbook.pdf
Affiliate Disclaimer: Some of the links contained in this ebook are affiliate links. That
means if you click on the link and make a purchase, I will receive a small commission
that goes to supporting this ebook and the work we do at Sophiculture. Thank you!
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